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Considerations

CONTU guidelines
– When and why they were developed
– How did the rule of five come to be
– Do the guidelines still do what they should

Section 108
ILL codes and CONTU guidelines
Expertise and experience available at our library



CONTU Guidelines

A library may receive copies of up to five articles from a single 
periodical title each year without paying any fees.

For each subsequent copy, a license fee is required.

Guidelines apply to the most recent five years.



CONTU in Context

National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works 
(CONTU) issued its Final Report in July 1978.

“The CONTU guidelines were developed to assist librarians and copyright 
proprietors in understanding the amount of photocopying for use in 
interlibrary loan arrangements permitted under the copyright law.” (Final 
Report)

Guidelines are meant to provide guidance for following Section 108 of the 
Copyright Act.

http://digital-law-online.info/CONTU/PDF/index.html


Section 108
Section 108 of the Copyright Act, Limitations on exclusive rights: Reproduction by libraries and 
archives, addresses library copying generally, and contains the following subsection that 
specifically addresses interlibrary loan: 

– (g) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section extend to the isolated and 
unrelated reproduction or distribution of a single copy … of the same material on separate 
occasions, but do not extend to cases where the library or archives, or its employee—

• (1) is aware or has substantial reason to believe that it is engaging in the related or concerted reproduction or distribution of 
multiple copies … of the same material, whether made on one occasion or over a period of time, and whether intended for 
aggregate use by one or more individuals or for separate use by the individual members of a group; or 

• (2) engages in the systematic reproduction or distribution of single or multiple [copies] of material described in subsection
(d): Provided, That nothing in this clause prevents a library or archives from participating in interlibrary 
arrangements that do not have, as their purpose or effect, that the library or archives receiving such [copies] for 
distribution does so in such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a subscription to or purchase of such work.

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2017-title17/pdf/USCODE-2017-title17-chap1-sec108.pdf


Scholarly Publishing Then and Now:
Estimated Average Costs

1978 1978 Cost Adjusted for 
Inflation Actual Cost in 2016

Business journal $21.09 $77.63 $944
History journal $13.71 $50.47 $466
Physics journal $108.22 $398.37 $4,180
Political Science journal $15.62 $57.50 $776
Psychology journal $34.21 $125.93 $942
ILL borrowing $9.50 $34.97 $43-$48
Copyright fee $1.25 $4.60 $15-$35

Table from Georgetown University Library Interlibrary Loan - Borrowing Policy for Copyright Compliance 
1978 journal subscription prices from University Libraries and Scholarly Communication: A Study Prepared for The Mellon Foundation (1992), Appendix Table 6.2 
1978 ILL cost and copyright fee from Final Report of the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (1978), p. 70 
1978 costs adjusted for inflation – calculated using the BLS CPI Inflation Calculator 
2016 journal subscription prices from LJ Periodicals Price Survey 2016 
2016 ILL cost from George Mason University Libraries Interlibrary Loan FAQs 

http://digital-law-online.info/CONTU/PDF/index.html
https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl
http://lj.libraryjournal.com/2016/04/publishing/fracking-the-ecosystem-periodicals-price-survey-2016/
https://library.gmu.edu/use/ill/faqs


CONTU in Context

“A typical crossover point for the add/drop decision is four or five uses per 
journal title per year. This is the result, for example, with a subscription price 
of forty dollars and external lending fees of eight dollars.” 

“It is unlikely, then, that libraries will be engaging in much interlibrary 
lending activity that falls outside the limits specified by the CONTU 
guidelines … which permit each requesting library up to five copies of 
articles from the most recent five years of each journal title to which it does 
not subscribe. This is especially true given libraries’ current tendency to 
maintain subscriptions even at very low levels of usage.” 
- CONTU Final Report

http://digital-law-online.info/CONTU/PDF/index.html


CONTU in Context

“The conference committee understands that the guidelines are not intended 
as, and cannot be considered, explicit rules or directions governing any and 
all cases, now or in the future. It is recognized that their purpose is to provide 
guidance in the most commonly encountered interlibrary photocopying 
situations, that they are not intended to be limiting or determinative in 
themselves or with respect, to others situations, and that they deal with an 
evolving situation that will undoubtedly require their continuous 
reevaluation and adjustment. With these qualifications, the conference 
committee agrees that the guidelines are a reasonable interpretation of the 
proviso of section 108 (g) (2) in the most common situations to which they 
apply today.”
H.R. Rep. No. 94-1773 at 71-72 (1976).

https://www.copyright.gov/history/law/clgrev_94-1733.pdf


Interlibrary Loan Codes

Interlibrary Loan Code for the United States from ALA
The Interlibrary Loan Code states that libraries must “4.8 Comply with U.S 
copyright law (Title 17, U.S. Code) and be aware of related guidelines for copy 
requests. 

Guidelines on the Use of Copyrighted Works by Law Libraries (Section 
2.2.1) from the American Association of Law Libraries

“Libraries may request print or electronic copies of works through interlibrary 
loan, but borrowing libraries of all types should be aware of the CONTU 
Guidelines (National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright 
Works) suggestion of five. [footnote omitted] The more a library exceeds the 
suggestion of five, the less likely it is that the interlibrary loan request is 
exempt.”

http://www.ala.org/rusa/guidelines/interlibrary
https://www.aallnet.org/bok_profleadership/aall-guidelines-on-the-use-of-copyrighted-works-by-law-libraries/


Georgetown 
University Library’s 
New Policy



New Policy: Annual Title List

ILL unit prepares list of all articles, including journal titles and dates, that 
have been filled during the previous calendar year.

“Each person receiving the Annual Title List will review it to determine 
whether, in his or her opinion, there are any titles for which the interlibrary 
loan borrowing is done “in such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a 
subscription to or purchase of such work.”



Annual Title List Review

If we have borrowed a significant number of articles from a journal the 
Library does not subscribe to, then the Head of Research Services, AUL for 
Scholarly Research and Services, and Director of Copyright will determine if 
the amount of borrowing is outside the scope of Sections 107 and 108 of 
copyright law.  



Developing and Implementing
an ILL Copyright Compliance Policy

Brian Miller
Head, Interlibrary Services

The Ohio State University Libraries



Points to Remember

1. Not legal advice; only information sharing

2. CONTU is not law

3. CONTU is a mechanism to abide by Copyright Law, 
but is not the only mechanism regarding:  ILL cannot 
“in such aggregate quantities . . . substitute for a 
subscription to or purchase of such work.” 



• “Section 108 does not define ‘aggregate quantity,’ 
leaving librarians to interpret the spirit of the law.” pg.1

• “These [CONTU] guidelines were never enacted into 
law, but were accepted by the library, publishing, and 
author communities at the time as reasonable 
accommodations for everyday use.”  pg.1

• Regarding the “Suggestion of Five”:  “Starting with 
the sixth copy, copyright permission and royalty fees 
may be required and you must evaluate whether the 
copies requested would substitute for a subscription 
to, or purchase of, the journal.” pg.3

http://www.copyright.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/White_Paper_ILL-Brochure.pdf



• Ask other libraries about their policies and 
practices

• Consult with:
• Your library administration
• Your collections librarian(s)
• Your electronic resources librarian
• Your copyright librarian
• Your institution’s legal counsel

• Expect multiple draft iterations 

Advice for Developing an ILL Copyright Policy



• One page document

• Two parts . . .

1. Background (The What and The Why)

2. Procedure (The Who and The How)

Ohio State University Libraries ILL Copyright Policy

https://go.osu.edu/ILLcopyright



Part 1:  Background (The What and The Why)

This section addresses . . .

• What the law is

• Why we don’t follow CONTU

• What we will do instead of CONTU to follow the law

• What the possible outcomes are when applying our policy
1. No copyright fee due as requests fall within Sections 107 and/or 108 of law.
2. Copyright fee will be paid as the aggregate quantities substitute for a subscription.
3. A subscription to the serial is made.

Ohio State University Libraries ILL Copyright Policy



Ohio State University Libraries ILL Copyright Policy
Part 2:  Procedure (The Who and The How)

This section addresses . . .

• Who reviews our borrowing copy requests

• How they are reviewed  
The review factors:

1. # of borrowing articles filled that were published in the last 5 years
2. # of patrons making those requests
3. Frequency/pattern of requests within calendar year or across years
4. Subscription price and CCC ILL royalty fee
5. Patron recommendations/requests (for subscription consideration)
6. Publisher/provider website turnaways (for subscription consideration)



1. Requests published in last five years stopped in ILLiad’s
‘Awaiting Copyright Clearance’ queue. If 5 requests were 
filled already this calendar year, Borrowing staff 
compared prices for:

a. CCC ILL royalty fee
b. Get It Now
c. Reprints Desk
d. Publisher web site purchase

2. Harmonize titles by end of calendar year. 

3. Review titles with 6 or more requests. 

4. Submit to CCC for the 6th request and beyond (If not obtained 
through Get It Now, Reprints Desk, publisher web site.)

Old copyright compliance process at OSU Libraries (Pre-2018)



New set-up: copyright compliance at OSU Libraries 
All copy requests with ISSN or OCLC# bypass Awaiting Copyright Clearance via ILLiad routing rule 
and go out through Direct Request.

All copy requests without ISSN bypass Awaiting Copyright Clearance via ILLiad routing rule and go to 
custom queue:  To be searched

Faster turnaround time!



Make sure all borrowing copy requests are marked CCL (not CCG)

New set-up: copyright compliance at OSU Libraries 



New copyright compliance process at OSU Libraries (2018 - )

1. Harmonize titles by end of calendar year.  (Also done in old process)

2. Look up subscription cost by title and CCC article fee.  (Augmented step)

3. Prepare spreadsheet, apply review factors/Fair Use. (New analysis)

4. Submit to CCC if substituting for a subscription. (Also done in old process)

Let’s look at these in more detail . . . 



1. Harmonizing journal titles

From this:

To this:



2. Look up subscription cost and CCC ILL article fee
Serial online subscription price found in EBSCOnet, pub web site, Ulrichs.

Entered in ILLiad item record’s Item Info 5 field.

CCC ILL article fee found in ILLiad Client Gateway Search.
Entered in ILLiad item record’s Reference Number field. 



a. Determine what ILLiad fields (i.e. columns) needed for your review.

3. Prepare spreadsheet, apply review factors/Fair Use

• Transaction #
• Transaction Status
• Creation Date
• Journal Title
• Journal Year
• Volume
• Issue
• Pages
• Article Title
• Publisher 
• ISSN
• Username

• Lending Library (e.g. GETIT, REPRINTS, pcard)

• Maxcost (amount if already paid)

• Reference Number (what CCC fee would be)

• Item Info5 (what subscription price would be)



b.   Export ILLiad custom query results to Excel spreadsheet and sort.
c.   To identify titles with > 5 requests, create new column D using Excel formula:

=COUNTIF($C$2:$C$6564,C2)>5  

d.   Sort by Column D. Review the TRUE, set aside for now the FALSE.

3. Prepare spreadsheet, apply review factors/Fair Use



Example #1

6 requests in 2018 (7 in 2017), 6 different users, $291 CCC article fees, $1778.00 subscription 



Example #2
22 requests in 2018 (only 2 in 2017), 2 users, $82.20 CCC article fees, $65 subscription 



For those determined to be a substitute for subscription or 
beyond Fair Use:

a) Do Gateway Search in ILLiad Client for each transaction.

b)    Save Copyright Information

c)    Process Copyright when all appropriate requests are marked. 

4. Submit to CCC. 

for each article.



A few observations about our CY2018 process

• We reviewed 219 titles; 31 needed copyright payment.

• Review time:  about 10 hours of ILL staff time.

• Copyright payments are down.

• For us, goal is not about saving money. It is about: following the 
law, knowing what our users need, and determining whether ILL or 
a subscription is most appropriate to address those needs. 



Questions and 
discussion

Amanda Rudd Brian Miller
Georgetown University Library The Ohio State University Libraries
ar427@georgetown.edu miller.2507@osu.edu

mailto:ar427@georgetown.edu
mailto:miller.2507@osu.edu

